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Abstract
This paper aims to elicit a discussion of the existence of a paradigm shift in official statistics through the emergence of new (unstructured) data sources and methods that may not
adhere to established and existing statistical practices and quality frameworks. The paper
discusses strengths and weaknesses of several data sources, methodological, technical and
“cultural” barriers (as in the culture that reigns in an area of expertise or approach) in dealing with new data and methods in data science and concludes with suggestions of updating
the existing quality frameworks. Statistics Netherlands takes the position that there is no
paradigm shift but that the existing production processes should be questioned and that
existing quality frameworks should be updated in order for official statistics to benefit from
the fusion of data, knowledge and skills among survey methodologists and data scientists.

1 The paradigm question for
official statistics
1.1 Embracing new data sources and new methods
Before the emergence of what has been dubbed ‘big data’, national statistical institutes (NSIs)
almost exclusively used two types of data sources: (1) data collected by means of statistical
surveys and (2) data from registers held by administrations for purposes other than official
statistics (OS). For statistics based on these data sources an elaborate body of validated statistical methods is available. This is not the case for what is now increasingly being explored by
official statisticians everywhere, the potential use of: (3) new data sources.
Statistics Netherlands has been using big data sources for official statistics since 2007. This experience has included experimenting with new data sources such as online price data, scanner
data, social media data and sensor data such as traffic loop data to making these new data
ready for the production of official statistics, as in the case of the consumer price index. The
exploitation of new data sources often involves combining them with survey and administrative
data, in some cases giving these more traditional sources new applications.
However, the existing body of validated statistical methods cannot always readily be applied
to new data sources, whether or not these are used in combination with survey and administrative data. New methods may have to be considered given the emerging opportunities to
produce more timely and more detailed information, or even new types of information – and
given the changing information demand and expectations from society (Struijs and Daas 2014).
However, official statisticians conversant with the body of proven methods may not be entirely
open to using new data sources, especially if this involves reassessing and rebalancing quality
requirements. Whereas output-driven survey methodologists are mainly focused on accuracy,
input-driven data scientists are predominantly focused on timeliness. The reluctance to change
statistical practice is to some extent a matter of “culture’’ (as in the culture that reigns in an
area of expertise or approach).
After having explored the potential of new data sources within the existing organizational framework for some years it gradually became clear that a new approach was needed in order to be
more agile in grasping the new opportunities and overcome “cultural” resistance, while at the
same time concentrating on matters of substance. Seeing the potential of big data sources for
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making more detailed, real-time or new statistics, and in particular the added value of combining different types of data sources, Statistics Netherlands has therefore set up the Center for Big
Data Statistics (CBDS). The mission of the CBDS is to “explore and exploit new data sources, applying state-of-the-art methodology in collaboration with partners, in order to provide timely,
comprehensive information on social phenomena relevant to users”.
CBDS was an important innovation initiative and as a consequence, Statistics Netherlands now
applies different approaches to making statistics: using unstructured data as input often combined with survey and administrative data whilst experimenting with new methods (such as
natural language processing and machine learning). Having different cultures and expertise in
one organization is desirable when confronted with new circumstances, but this poses challenges and might be experienced as threatening to one’s own expertise and known statistical
frameworks. Thus, NSIs are faced with the question how to optimally rebalance the quality
dimensions and how to maximally exploit all available data sources and techniques from both
survey methodology and data science. This is the question addressed in this paper.

1.2 Approaches to official statistics
Before introducing the idea of a paradigm update, it may be useful to mention some basic ideas
of Thomas Kuhn (1922–1996). Kuhn acknowledged that what members of a certain scientific
community have in common, are not only techniques but also shared values. This refers to a
certain generally accepted truth that members of this scientific community take for granted.
What about the paradigm of the official statistics community? If big data sources are ignored,
the techniques and values are based on the use of survey and administrative data. The process of generating this data is broadly known as NSI are in control of the survey design (even
if the distribution that is underlying the data is often unknown), the data is in limited supply
and it requires quite some time for statistics to be produced. The body of validated statistical
methods relies to a considerable extent, when it comes to survey data, on sampling theory,
with survey sampling frames often derived from administrative registers. An elaborate quality framework exists to ensure that disseminated information complies with professional standards. This does not preclude the use of modeling techniques and associated assumptions, but
models are primarily used to enhance intermediate statistical outcomes in a way that allows
validation. Statistics are designed with specific questions or even output tables in mind.
Naturally, the culture sustaining such official statistics is very much quality oriented. Professional standards are considered essential. Accuracy must be ensured and proven before statistics can be released. There may be preliminary or experimental statistics, to be sure, but even
these have to meet high standards and they are considered acceptable only because final official figures will follow in due course. This culture has served official statistics and society well.
If big data and other new data sources come into play, as is notably the case for the CBDS,
new techniques are needed, and this has an impact on accepted statistical quality standards,
frameworks and expertise and requires an update of the paradigm. The new needs have several
causes. First, one has to cope with features of the data such as abundance, variety, timeliness
and dynamism, lack of structure, messiness and uncertainty. Second, the data offers the possibility of a data driven approach where one generates information without having a specific
question in mind. Third, some of the new techniques are rooted in artificial intelligence, such
as machine learning systems that can detect complex patterns and are built to predict rather
than explain. Fourth, features can be extracted and relationships can be learned automatically,
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which is a radically different approach from the one traditionally used, wherein analysts derive
features and model relationships explicitly based on their knowledge of techniques and the
(small amounts of) data.
The use of new data sources also requires new approaches to addressing quality issues, such
as understanding the quality of the data, understanding the data generating process, guaranteeing data delivery, and harmonization of definitions and concepts. Central quality issues are
also understanding observed correlations and outcomes of machine learning algorithms. In
turn, the key quality issue of a machine learning algorithm is its ability to predict new, unseen,
cases. Another issue of those algorithms is that they should be kept up to date in order to keep
measuring changing phenomena. And many more issues arise when combining data sources.
The new techniques, collectively called data science, have a bearing on the culture in an NSI.
They even presuppose certain attitudes. A mindset is required in which it is acknowledged that
the messiness of data – not knowing how it is generated, what population is covered or what
is the actual meaning of the data – does not preclude its use in a process yielding information
deemed useful for society. The conditions for its use may still have to be sorted out for many
cases, but in this culture, validating new methods for new data sources is seen as a challenge
rather than a problem. Still, since models are at the core of data science techniques, it is crucial to validate them and quality is seen as being a variable of the optimization equation of
producing statistics, but not the only one.
Moreover, if only survey and administrative data is used, an NSI can in most cases work autonomously (provided the legal requirements to access these data are secured). Acquiring access to and exploration of new data sources may require more openness to collaboration with
others. The collaboration with universities, knowledge institutes, other NSIs, local and national
government and in some cases private partners allows joining forces in getting access to and
combining data, sharing expertise and finding market value for new statistical products. Statistics Netherlands has been working with other institutes in the past, such as universities and
NSIs across Europe; the CBDS has a strong focus on external contacts and seeks the interaction
with the user on the experimental statistics. This is also driven by the need to have insight
in what are the burning societal questions among citizens and local and national government,
and to exploit new funding possibilities (demand driven approach). Although the new data
sources are used to focus on the societal questions, the exact output that is finally generated is
often more input-driven (the possibilities of the data sources are explored without predefining
research questions and specific variables) than output-driven. . In a more traditional outputdriven approach, first a set of variables and hypothesis are defined and then one decides how
these variables can be observed. Here, data is specifically collected for this foreseen purpose.
Nevertheless, by putting a demand for information first, the approach could also be seen as an
output-oriented orientation.
In short, new data sources and new techniques require an update of the OS paradigm, which
poses challenges to existing practices and culture in official statistics. This updated paradigm
consists of two elements: use of an input-driven approach and the intensive use of models
in the estimation process. There is a real or perceived tension between the exclusive use of
validated methods using the known paradigm of inferring from survey and administrative data
based on statistical laws and probabilities to yield solid results and the desire to exploit new
opportunities. In fact, the new paradigm sometimes meets resistance. Objections to the new
approach are linked to the use of unstructured data of which the data generating process is
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unknown, pertaining to unclear populations; basing statistical outcomes on observed data correlations; the black-box nature of certain AI applications; the shift from a predominantly outputdriven process to a more exploratory input-driven approach; possible disruptions of time-series
if new sources are used; the volatility of new data sources; a fear to open the door to opportunistic practices, in particular related to new financial opportunities; and quality concerns in
general. Mere resistance to change – and its consequences – plays also a role, of course.

1.3 Towards solving the paradigm question
What is the nature of the paradigm question resulting from the existence and emergence of various approaches to official statistics? Kuhn’s (1962) notion of paradigm shift involved discarding
old concepts and replacing them by new ones. For instance, in physical science, accepting that
the speed of light was a universal constant led to discarding the concept of ether. This paper
will argue that there is no need at all to discard any of the validated methods related to the
use of survey and administrative data. In fact, it is in the data and methods fusion of both
approaches where the enormous added value lies.
In order to make optimal use of the opportunities offered by new data sources these established methods need to be enriched and complemented in order to properly deal with features of data from new sources such as abundance, variety, timeliness and dynamism, lack of
structure, messiness and uncertainty. Established methods are not easily applicable to a data
driven approach where one generates information without having a specific question in mind.
Contrary to established methods, such as design-based and model-based techniques, methods
aimed at analyzing data from new data sources may be rooted in artificial intelligence.
This implies that the paradigm question is not one of choosing between an old and a new
paradigm, but one of finding a good synthesis of approaches with proven value and new approaches. Finding such a synthesis is not easy, as new approaches and combining them with
existing approaches need to be validated. And this is even more difficult as the existing quality
framework for official statistics may have to be upgraded as well, in order to be able to properly
assess possible outcomes of the integration of new data sources initially used for experimental statistics in the production of official statistics. To further complicate things, making use of
new data sources has consequences for the technical way of data processing, from questions
of hard- and software to questions of a more architectural nature such as the use of privacy
preserving data sharing.
And this is not all. If big data and other new data sources come into play, some “cultural” barriers may have to be overcome if one wants to integrate already existing and new approaches. In
fact, we had this experience before, when the use of administrative data sources became more
prominent. At that time, the paradigm of the time needed to be upgraded as well, resulting
in new methods for integrating survey and administrative data, an updated quality framework
and new technical solutions such as, in some cases, processing events rather than repeatedly
processing whole databases. Architectural principles were also updated, leading for instance
to prioritizing the use of data from administrative sources over survey data, as long as quality requirements can be met. This was done given the opportunities that arose to reduce the
survey response burden. We are in a similar situation now.
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In this paper the paradigm question will be tackled in the following way. Rather than giving
an overview of established and new approaches, we will start, in Section 2, with indicating the
strengths and weaknesses of the use of various types of data sources, i.e., survey data, administrative data and new data sources. We will then identify the methodological, technical
and cultural barriers to using new data sources and methods in Section 3. In addition to identifying the barriers, the question of how to get to solutions will be discussed as well. A new
quality framework, on which the criteria for dealing with new data and methods will have to
be based, is the subject of the subsequent Section 4. The concluding Section 5 will make up
the balance and consider to what extent the paradigm question has been answered. However,
the exploration of the growing number of (potential) new data sources is still in its early stages.
As a consequence, there are many questions that cannot be answered yet, and new questions
arise while others are answered. The last chapter will also propose a way forward, including
research priorities.

2 Strengths and weaknesses of
the use of different types of
data sources
2.1 Strengths and weaknesses of the use of survey data
National statistical institutes traditionally use probability sampling in combination with designbased or model-assisted inference for the production of official statistics. The concept of random probability sampling has been developed mainly on the basis of the work of Bowley (1926),
Neyman (1934) and Hansen and Hurwitz (1943). See for example Cochran (1977) or Särndal et
al. (1992) for an extensive introduction in sampling theory. This is a widely accepted approach,
since it is based on a sound mathematical theory that shows how under the right combination
of a random sample design and estimator, valid statistical inference can be made about large
finite populations based on relative small samples. In addition, the amount of uncertainty by
relying on small samples can be quantified through the variance of the estimators.
Design-based and model-assisted inference means that the inference is based on the probability structure of the sample design that is used to draw a sample from the target population.
They are popular by NSIs, since they do not rely on an explicitly assumed statistical model.
For decades, there has indeed been the prevailing opinion that official statistics must be free
from model assumptions, since model misspecification easily translates into wrong statements
about the variables of interest.
A strong advantage of probability sampling in combination with a design-based or model-assisted
inference is that it has a built-in robustness against model misspecification. This is useful in a
production process where there is not much time for extensive model evaluation. This approach, however, is only useful for the production of statistical information at a relatively high
aggregation level, since it requires large sample sizes to obtain sufficiently precise sample estimates. In the case of small sample sizes, however, the design variance of the sample estimates
become unacceptably large and makes the built-in robustness against model misspecification
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of less use. In such situations model-based inference procedures can be considered as an alternative. This means that the inference is based on a statistical model that describes how a
random variable is related to one or more other random variables according to an assumed
probability distribution. In the context of small area estimation, model-based inference procedures are applied to increase the effective sample size of a domain with sample information
from other domains or preceding sampling occasions (Rao and Molina 2015). This kind of estimation procedures are gradually accepted by NSIs (Boonstra et al. 2008, Van den Brakel 2012).
The accuracy of statistics are measured with its variance and bias. The variance of survey sample statistics, depends on the sample size and will typically constitute a substantial part of the
uncertainty of sample statistics.
The selection bias of sample survey statistics is approximately zero under complete response.
In practice however, selection bias arises due to selective nonresponse, under coverage of the
sample frame and to which extent with the field work strategy the target population is successfully reached.
The measurement bias in a sample statistics typically depends on the extent to which the conceptual variables to be measured, are correctly implemented in the questionnaire, but also on
data collection mode and the quality of the interviewers. Problems with measurement bias in
surveys arises, since measurements of the variables of interest are indirect in that respondents
are asked to report about their behavior, introducing all kind of measurement errors. These
problems do not arise with big data if they contain direct measurements of peoples’ behavior,
but this only holds for very specific examples. A problem with registers and big data sources is
that an NSI has no control over the availability and stability of this data source. Major changes
in the behavior of the public on social media and internet have a disturbing effect on the comparability of series over time. For example a Google-trend series on search related to vacancies
might track an official series on unemployment. It does not measure unemployment, however.
Search behavior before the start of the financial crisis in 2009 might be completely different
compared to the period directly after the financial crisis, invalidating the concept intended to
be measured.
A drawback of sample surveys is that data collection is costly and that its quality is compromised
by non-response. In addition survey samples induce response burden, which is particularly an
issue in business surveys. Strengths and weaknesses of survey data are summarized below.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Valid inference of a large target population
based on relative small samples

Sampling error

Sampling error can be quantified via variance
estimation

Large variance under small sample sizes (under
design-based inference methods)

Established and widely accepted methods

Costly

Precision of the results are controlled by design
of the survey

Sensitive for measurement bias

Low risk level since design-based inference is
robust for model misspecification under sufficiently large sample size

Slow

The NSI is in control over data sources (stability,
availability, and consistency)

Selective non response
Response burden

2.1 Strengths and weaknesses of survey data
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2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the use of administrative
data
An important characteristic of administrative data is that these data are secondary data and
not collected for statistical purposes as with survey data (Hand 2018). As such, the method
and process by which the data are collected is often controlled by the collecting organization
and does not necessarily cover the purpose of the NSI. The aim is to cover the entire administrative target population as opposed to statistical data which is often based on a sample. When
administrative data are used for statistical purposes, it often includes a harmonization step to
come close to the population parameter of interest. Statistics Netherlands has by law, access
to all administrative data that could serve statistical purposes.
The advantage of administrative data sources, as they are being collected by other organizations, are cheaper to collect with the added advantage that the data can be exhaustive if the
data cover the statistical study population. They are deemed to be of good quality as they are
being collected for a specific organizational purpose and could be real time if they would be
available as soon as the data are recorded. Data sets tend to be large and detailed with a large
coverage of a population so that statistical output is possible at a low geographical level. When
administrative data are continuously updated the data also allows longitudinal studies based
on time series of the data. However, changing definitions in the administrative data collection
process will seriously hamper time series and comparability over time and detailed regional
analysis can be affected by small errors in the data.
When the data contain unique identifiers, the data can be easily combined with other sources,
such other administrative and survey data (see below). This way multi-variate distributions,
relations between variables, can be obtained that have not been observed together (in single
data sets).
A number of errors can occur in administrative data partially due to the fact that data analysts
are not involved at the data collection stage. Frequent errors are partially or entirely missing records, the latter introducing selection bias in the data. Data entry errors, update errors,
reporting errors (Groen 2012) and transmission errors are some of the errors introduced in
administrative data. The larger challenge is to detect underlying mechanisms that affect the
administrative data. These can remain unobserved if no quality check of the validity and nonrepresentativity of the data or measures of uncertainty around observed changes in the data
are in place or provided.
One of the big strengths of administrative data sources is the potential to combine the administrative data with other data such as survey data, other administrative data or even big
data sources, which also represents challenges. Most of these other data sources will use a
different classifications or use different aggregation of similar variables; data sets will use different periodicity and types of data. These other data sets will be a different measure of the
same concept (as often in the case of big data) which makes comparison difficult and leads
in some instances to contradictory results. Here lies a challenge to use derived variables or in
some cases latent variables through the combination of data sources. There are many methods
used when combining administrative data sources and administrative and survey data sources.
These methods depend on the way the data are combined: multiple sources may be used to
cover the population, the variables may complement each other, or they may overlap, there
may be undercoverage, micro- and macro data may be combined or different sets of macro
data. A large set of dimensions play a role when combining multiple sources, an overview is
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given in De Waal et al. (2019). Although for combining administrative and/or survey data already a broad set of processes and methods has been developed, there is definitely scope for
improving the processes and developing new methods in order to combine different administrative data and survey data with new types of sources. The above characteristics determine to
a large extent the strengths and weaknesses of the administrative data sources, summarized
in the table below.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Low data collection costs

Dependence on the data supplier

Potentially exhaustive coverage of the
population

Under coverage of the study population

Deemed of good quality

Purpose for data collection does not fit statistical purpose

Potential for more current data

Rarely real time as time delay between
data collection and delivery to NSI

Richness of the data in terms of variables
and regional detail

Changing definitions in the data collection
process

Potential for linkage with other sources

Selection bias due to missing records
(units)

Limited selection bias (if only with early estimations)

Potential bias due to reporting patterns
and errors
Administrative units differing from statistical units
Data entry errors
Unobserved mechanisms affecting the
data

2.2 Strengths and weaknesses of the administrative data sources
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2.3 Strengths and weaknesses of the use of new data sources
Data are generated in large amounts in our modern world and often remain to be stored. These
new data sources often contain direct measurements of the behavior of people and companies.
Because of this, these sources provide a number of opportunities for official statistics.
Strengths of the new data sources
The major strength of new data sources can best be described by three words: speed, volume
and new. The clearly biggest advantage is the speed at which new data becomes available. If
such data contains information relevant for official statistics, this could enable the production
of a very timely statistic and possible even the production of a real-time statistic. None of the
other type of data sources currently used for official statistics is able to do this. Another advantage of these new sources is the availability of data in large quantities. This is good for two
reasons. The first one is the fact that the availability of large amounts of data increases the
chance of having considerable amounts of high quality data available. Even though a part of
the data may still be of low - none or less useful - quality, the remaining part might very likely
be suited for the purpose foreseen. Having large amounts of data available may make it more
likely that a considerable part of the data is produced by units included in the target population.
There even are a number of new (big) data sources that completely include the target populations. Examples of this are road sensor data for the whole country and Automatic Information
System data of vessels. This, however, doesn’t mean that all new data sources completely cover
the target population and that their inclusion probabilities are known. Another advantage of
new data sources is that they may contain signals not picked up by any other data source (more
on this below). This enables the production of completely new statistics, which makes these
data sources especially interesting for the development of early indicators of new phenomena.
Weaknesses of the new sources
When one looks at the downsides of new data sources, the following words best describes
them: access, stability and units. Getting access to new data is not always easy. Many new
data sources are generated by private companies, which makes getting and keeping access to
these sources a challenge. Many NSIs have made legal arrangements to assure access to (governmental) administrative data without any costs involved. This enables long term stability
of data access for these type of data sources. However, at the moment, access to new data
sources is not included in any law by any NSI. The only exceptions to this are data sources
maintained by semi-governmental organizations, such as road sensor data, as they can legally
be considered administrative data. The lack of access and stability seriously hampers their use
and also increases the chance of associated access costs . The latter is not a preferred situation
for NSIs. Because of this, a number of NSIs are considering expanding the data access law in
their country to particularly include new data sources, such as mobile phone (network) data
and bank transactions data. Stability of the data is another major concern. Because new data
sources can be considered a more or less- byproduct of new technology, any progress in this
area may affect the kind of data collected and the way it is stored; in other words, they affect
the variables included. It requires flexibility of the NSI to deal with these changes. Another
important downside of new data sources are the lack of metadata on the units included in the
source. For example, background characteristics of the units included, such as for instance on
the users of mobile phones, are often lacking or stored in another privacy protected system.
The same holds for the inclusion probabilities of those units (see above). However, in a number of cases, new data can be used in such a way that it becomes less dependent on these
downsides. The social tension indicator (CBS 2018) is an example of this.
CBS | CBDS Working paper | February 2020
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Important considerations
However, apart from the strengths and weaknesses listed above, there is a combination of
important considerations that need to be discussed as well. New data sources can only be
useful for official statistics if, and only if, they conform to the following three conditions:
1. The data contains, in some way or another, traces of information (i.e. a signal) on a topic
relevant for official statistics;
2. The data can be processed in such a way that this information can be extracted in a stable,
reliable and reproducible way;
3. The relation between the information extracted and the topic for which it is used is the
result of a well investigated and understood relationship.
Each of these conditions is essential because only the combination of all of them enables the
production of a reliable and reproducible statistical product based on a new data source. However, when all conditions are met, it is not trivial to prove that the findings are valid. The most
straightforward way to check them is to triangulate the findings with those observed in other
types of data sources; i.e. via external validation. In this way an attempt is made to measure
the same or a (very) similar concept in another data set. Such external checks are usually done
by comparing the findings that are based on the new data with those provided by survey or
administrative data. Any confirmation will obviously increase the trustworthiness of the new
data based findings. However, any dissimilarities observed may not mean that the findings
based on the new data are worthless. They may very well point to differences in i) the way by
which the concept is measured in the data sources compared, ii) the population composition
included in each source, or may even hint to issues by which iii) the concept is measured in the
more traditional data source. As such, the results based on the new data source may very well
provide new insights.
Reproducibility and the stability of the phenomenon observed are other essential properties.
The above statements have made clear that when the detection of the phenomenon is not
stable, the new data source cannot be used to produce reliable results on the long run. The
most famous example of such a case is the use of Google search terms to predict occurrences
of the flu in the US (Ginsberg et al. 2009). Only after this relation was tracked over a number
of years, it became clear that the Google team had developed something that more resembled
a seasonal detection engine than a real-time flu predictor (Lazer et al. 2014). This observation
indicates the biggest weakness when using new data sources: it may start with an interesting finding, a correlation in this case, but it cannot be based on this alone. For instance, any
correlation found needs to be checked over a longer period and –even better– regarding the
underlying cause or logic of the phenomenon observed. An example in which this has been
done is the relation between Consumer Confidence in the Netherlands and the sentiment in
Dutch public social media messages (Van den Brakel et al. 2017). Here, social media sentiment
improved the precision of the survey-based estimates in a structural time series model-based
approach. By applying such an approach it can be assured that both series are related in a
way that goes beyond correlation alone. It is, however, not easy to get a grip on some of the
correlations observed, such as the one between traffic intensity and GDP (Daas et al. 2016;
Loumaranta et al. 2018). One should certainly prevent pure correlation based mining when
studying new data sources (Hero 2013; Benedikt 2019).
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Most challenging is the situation where a direct comparison of new data based findings with
observations in other data sources is not possible. Here new data sources are picking up a signal or signals not observed in any other data sources. This opens up possibilities to produce
statistics on completely new phenomena. However, when there is no resembling signal in any
other data source, the findings cannot be triangulated with traditional data sources. The best
way to check the validity of such findings is by first checking the internal validity of the approach
used by going through each step meticulously. Next, the stability of the finding over time needs
to be evaluated. The need for long time series in the latter case makes it challenging to rapidly
convince any critical observer, such as many official statisticians, that the phenomenon measured is real, interesting and worth pursuing. Here logical and causal arguments can be used
to confirm or disprove the case. Examples of new data sources in which phenomena that were
previously not observed, can be observed are mobile phone network data. It is challenging to
validate these findings and we refer to Daas et al. (2019) for an example of such an approach.
The strength and weaknesses of new data sources are summarized below.
Strengths

Weaknesses

Real time

Often unstructured

Large amounts of data

Access to the (private company held) data

Direct measurements of behavior

Poor quality or lack of meta data

Detailed and high frequent measurements

Unknown data generation mechanism

Detecting new (previously unobserved)
phenomena

Unknown inclusion probabilities (when a
part of the population is included)

Some fully cover the target population

Instability of the source
Lack of auxiliary variables

2.3 Strength and weaknesses of new data sources
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3 Challenges in using new data
sources and new methods
3.1 Methodological challenges
Using big data in the production of official statistics
The non-probability nature of some big data sources requires dedicated methods of inference
to produce statistics about a larger intended, finite target population. Broadly spoken, there
are two ways to use non-probability data sources in the production of official statistics. The
first approach is to use them as covariates in model-based prediction methods for survey data.
The second approach is to use them directly as a data source for official statistics and correct
for possible selection bias. A third approach, still to be explored further is how to produce
official statistics through data fusion and using new techniques such as machine learning and
text mining. The third section offers a perspective.
Big data as auxiliary information
One potential application where big data can be used as covariates in prediction models for
sample survey data are small area estimation models. A lot of the big data sources are fuzzy
and volatile and the records typically do not coincide with the units of an intended target population or the sampling units of a probability sample. Complications with linking units in big
data sources with sampling units in a probability can be avoided, at least partially, by using area
level models and time series models where the direct estimates are the input of the model.
Several authors proposed methods to combine survey data with non-probability data sources
available from, e.g. sensor data and mobile phone data with the purpose to make detailed regional predictions for wellbeing and poverty. Many applications apply machine learning algorithms to establish the relation between survey data and sensor or mobile phone data and use
the latter data set in a second step to make detailed regional predictions. Noor et al. (2008)
analyzed the correlation between night-time light intensity from satellite images and survey
sample data on household income in Africa. Engstrom et al. (2017) used day time satellite
images to predict well-being, using deep learning. Blumenstock et al. (2015) applied machine
learning methods to combine mobile phone data with survey data on poverty and used this to
predict poverty and well-being on small regional level in Rwanda.
Examples where big data are used as auxiliary information in cross-sectional small area prediction models are Marchetti et al. (2015) who used mobility patterns of cars tracked with GPS
as a covariate in a Fay Herriot model for predicting poverty for small regions in Italy. Schmid
et al. (2017) use mobile phone data as a covariate in a Fay Herriot model to predict literacy in
Senegal.
Multivariate structural time series (STS) models are an alternative to borrow strength over both
time and space. Auxiliary series derived from big data sources can be used in these models to
combine time series obtained with repeated sample surveys with auxiliary series derived from
registers or big data sources. This serves two purposes. Extending the time series model with
an auxiliary series allows modeling the correlation between the unobserved components of
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the structural time series models, e.g. trend and seasonal components. If the model detects a
strong correlation, then the accuracy of domain predictions will be further increased. Harvey
and Chung (2000) propose a time series model for the Labor Force Survey in the UK extended
with a series of claimant counts.
Information derived from non-traditional data sources like Google trends or social media platforms are generally available at a higher frequency than series obtained with repeated surveys.
This allows to use this time series modeling approach to make predictions for the survey outcomes in real time at the moment that the outcomes for the big data series are available, but
the survey data not yet. In this case the auxiliary series are used as a form of nowcasting. Van
den Brakel et al. (2017) applied a bivariate STS model to estimate the Consumer Confidence
Index, based on a monthly cross-sectional sample, in real time using an auxiliary series derived
from messages left on social media platforms. Schiavoni et al. (2019) proposed a dynamic factor model to estimate monthly unemployment figures in real time with claimant count series
and Google trend series.
Big data as the primary data source
If non-probability data sources are considered as a primary data source for compiling official
statistics, then the question raises to which extent results obtained with a non-probability data
source can be generalized to an intended, larger target population. Different methods are proposed in the literature to account for selection bias in non-probability samples. Some authors
apply standard weighting and calibration methods known from classical probability sampling
to non-probability samples, which is referred to as pseudo-design-based inference methods
(Baker et al. 2013). Another class of methods to correct for selection bias is to apply a statistical model to predict the units not in the sample (Royall 1970, Valliant et al. 2000).
Some methods combine a non-probability sample that contains the target variable of interest and auxiliary variables with a reference sample that is based on a probability sample and
only contains auxiliary variables. One approach, quasi randomization, is to construct propensity models to estimate selection probabilities for the non-probability sample (Isaksson and
Forsman 2003, Valliant et al. 2013). Sample matching is also applied as an attempt to reduce
selection bias in opt-in Web panels using covariates obtained in a small reference sample to construct propensity weights without collecting observations for the target variables (Vavreck and
Rivers 2008, Rivers and Bailey 2009). These ideas are related to approaches that are also used
in microsimulation to match probability samples with population or census data (Tanton and
Edwards 2013). These correction methods are all based on strong ignorability assumptions and
can lead to serious bias if these assumptions are not met. Indeed, Buelens et al. (2018), who
compared pseudo-design-based, model-based and algorithmic methods, conclude that auxiliary information typically available for weighting and calibration are demographic variables
like age class, gender, regional classifications, do not sufficiently explain the data generating
process of a non-probability sample to correct successfully for selection bias.
Another issue is that these correction methods assume that the records in a big data source
contains besides the target variable a set of auxiliary variables which correspond with the units
in a target population or a reference sample. Unfortunately, these conditions are seldom met.
Most big data sets are fuzzy, records do not correspond with units in the target population or
a reference sample and auxiliary information is generally not available since owners of the big
data source are reluctant to provide them due to privacy issues. It could therefore be the case
that big data will be of most use for official statistics in combination with survey and/or census
data (Meng 2018).
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New big data methods in official statistics
Big datasets provide measurements of phenomena at a level of detail far exceeding that of
the more traditionally used sources. The variability of the phenomena at this level of detail
is, however, also often found to be large (Puts et al. 2019). Sampling of the Big Data set to
reduce its size, with the aim to speed up of processing and analysis, only increases the variance
of the estimates of the phenomena, thereby forfeiting the benefits Big Data has to offer (Daas
and Puts 2014). New approaches are needed to make optimal use of new data sources. The
methods required for this are, certainly within the official statistical realm, new. Apart from the
technical barriers discussed in the next section, the essential challenges for which new methods
are needed are:
1. Dealing with noisy, dirty and unstructured data
2. Dealing with selectivity
3. Correlations and beyond
Each of these challenges is briefly discussed below.
Noise
As is the case for many secondary data sources and certainly for sources containing huge amounts
of data, not all records are relevant for the purpose the researcher has in mind. The irrelevant
records, the ‘noise’, may even negatively affect the relevant ones. We found that the signalto-noise ratio of big data sources is often rather low. In general the data can be considered as
mostly noise; only a mere fraction of the data is of interest–the signal (Silver 2012). Finding
methods to reduce the noise in big data, thereby increasing the signal-to-noise ratio, is vital
for obtaining a successful result. Aggregating or applying a filter, such as a Kalman or a filter
based on Poisson distributed noise, has been successfully applied, as are constructing queries
that prefer the inclusion of relevant records. Another approach routinely used is removing all
records with data that are clearly corrupt (dirty records) or contain only very small amounts
of data. If one analyzes 100 million records, removing 100 erroneous records is easier than
considering the relevance of each ‘outlier’, their effect on the estimate, and attempting to correct them. One needs to be pragmatic when analyzing big data. Applying dimension reduction
methods, such as principal component analysis, factor analysis or self-organizing maps, are
other ways to decrease the size of the data without losing much information. For unstructured
data, such as texts or pictures on web pages, the first step of analysis differs. These types of
data are usually transformed into a form more appropriate for statistical analysis; such as word
frequencies and their distribution or the clustering of pictures into similar groups. Methods for
performing this initial step can be found in areas of science more accustomed to dealing with
this kind of data such as machine learning. We can also learn a lot from Google or other internet giants here. Information theory (Shannon 1948) can provide more insight into the nature
of big data. Besides noise, as mentioned above, redundancy also contributes significantly in
the total volume of big data. In all cases, information is extracted from big data, usually reducing its size and bringing it more in line with the size of the files statisticians are accustomed to
dealing with. In subsequent steps many familiar statistical methods can be used.
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Selectivity
Despite the huge amounts of data present in big data sources they may still not cover the complete target population considered. Big data may therefore be selective. This is an important
issue when using big data for official statistics. There are several important points to consider.
The first one is the realization that selectivity may vary tremendously per big data source, per
target variable and per question asked in the survey. Although for some sources selectivity
of the units of the target population is definitely an issue , for others coverage is almost or
essentially complete, due to the nature of the process through which the data come about.
Even when coverage is partial, this may still result in a considerable amount of data for that
particular group. Methods that could be used resemble post-stratification. This suggests that
the complete absence of a particular part of the population is an important issue to determine
accurately. Here, both survey and administrative data can assist.
The second point is related to the first one. As there is no sample design for big data, ways
to correct for missing data are needed and will very likely require a model-based approach.
Model-based methods require estimating the model parameters. This pivotal task is challenging for data sources with hardly any auxiliary variables and when the data generating mechanism is unknown. Approaches inspired by the area of data-mining and machine-learning may
provide solutions and NSIs are in a good position to make these methods as open, transparent
and honest as possible.
The third point is–when applicable–an issue that needs to be addressed first. A lot of big data
sources actually register events or –more correctly–aggregates of events. This is the reason
why many of these sources are big. Examples of (aggregates of) events are: the content and
time when a social media message is written, the start and end times and location(s) of a call
made by a particular mobile phone and the number of vehicles passing a road sensor at a
particular location at a particular point in time. In fact, a considerable part of the big data
sources studied at Statistics Netherlands was found to be event-based and hardly contained
information on the statistical units of interest. Since the events stored are (indirectly) caused
by the statistical units, e.g. people or businesses, dealing with them in a traditional way requires
these events to be converted to the corresponding units first. This may not be easy, as a limited
amount of identifying information is available. Perhaps the additional use of other (big data)
sources may assist here. Considering the above, this suggests a two-step approach in which the
first step consists of deriving profiles from events to identify units or subpopulations (groups
of units). The subsequent step uses inference methods based on the information provided by
these. In this context, it could be that the part of the population included in big datasets might
actual be representative for the population for one particular variable studied. Or a big data
source might still be used to produce (biased) estimates providing that they strongly correlate
with existing statistics, for example to improve accuracy and speed of the existing statistics or
merely to reduce the sample size.
Correlation and beyond
Because of the huge amounts of data available, comparing it to data from another (survey)
source may result in a correlation between a particular (derived) big data variable and a variable
in another more traditional source. This does not imply a direct causal relation. In fact having
access to more data increases the chance that correlations are found. It is the difficult task
of the researcher to fully investigate this ‘relation’ and try to distinguish a true from a false
correlation which may also be referred to as coincidental or spurious. Methods that can be
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used here are time series analysis, cointegration and various forms of causal analysis (Pearl
and Mackenzie 2019). Be aware that this can be challenging as it requires analyzing lots and
lots of data and may even require combining several (Big) data sources.
Another important issue that needs to be considered here is the fact that the phenomenon
observed in the big data source might fade over time. This is known as “concept drift” in machine learning and points to a gradual loss of signal in the data source studied (Lu et al., 2018).
It is suggested that this is typical for (prediction) models with a high number parameter/variable included. Such models are often used in machine learning. Solutions suggested to deal
with such drift are re-training the model on new data after a specific period (such as every 3
months) or by continuously adding new records to the training and test set. We think a more
rigorous approach might help here which requires a careful study of the importance of each of
the variables included.

3.2 Technical challenges
The technical barriers to overcome to add new data sources to official statistics can be numerous. We describe some of them: connectivity, data handling, tooling / modeling and dissemination.
Connectivity
Where survey data tend to be small and are processed in waves and administrative data are
structured and relatively well organized by nature, new (big) data or web data on the contrary
are in many cases less structured, more volatile and updated continuously. Also the data may be
too big to copy, one may need to connect to streaming data directly, it may be necessary to develop and maintain autonomously operating web scrapers (Bosch 2018) or one may choose to
perform statistical pre-calculations at data providers’ computer centers, also known as pushing
computation out (Ricciato et al. 2018). In all these cases it is essential to have good connectivity, not only in terms of a big pipe to the internet but also in terms of powerful servers close to
the internet with the right firewall configurations and people with the right skills to manage all
this. And it is not only the data access that demands for improved connectivity. Modern data
science tools expect seamless web integration more and more to provide for updates and access to package repos (see next section). In addition the extended collaboration with national
and international data- and knowledge- partners requires a more open but still data-secure infrastructure as well. To support all this it is essential to change the connectivity paradigm from
collecting to connecting. Instead of collecting data and processing it in an isolated environment a statistical office needs to be heavily connected to new data sources, advanced software
repositories and knowledge partners during all phases of the statistical process. Updating this
paradigm is a technical barrier.
Data processing and analysis
Extracting relevant and reliable information from big data sources and incorporating it into
the statistical production process is challenging. When one wants to analyze big data, one
needs to have a computing environment that enables the rapid checking and processing of
large amounts of data. Such an IT environment is needed because the information content of
many big data sources is low, meaning that not all data included is relevant for the research
question under study. The low information content is the result of a combination of reasons,
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the most important ones are: the fact that the data is not generated for the particular purpose
the user has in mind (it is secondary data); the data is often unstructured and noisy (more on
this below); only a limited number of variables are available; the phenomenon in which the
researcher is interested may be rare. Hence, to make successful use of big data, large amounts
of data need to be processed. Analyzing big data is routinely performed in our office with R or
Python. The most important skill here is knowing how to write a program that is able to access
all the data in a big dataset within a reasonable amount of time. Having a secure computer environment with many fast processors, large amounts of RAM and fast disk access certainly helps.
The two IT environments we use in our office are: i) a secure private SPARK cluster to process
data in parallel and ii) general-purpose computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU). The
first is mainly used to pre-processes huge amounts of data resulting in much smaller datasets
with a much higher information content. These are subsequently studied in the traditional
way. The second environment is mainly used for deep-learning purposes; i.e. machine learning based on artificial neural networks. We also see an increase in the use of NoSQL databases,
parallel processing and databases specific for network analysis. The outcomes of any of the
methods used in the above mentioned IT-environments should not be negatively affected by
the (distributed) way in which these methods are run and should be reproducible.
Tooling / modeling
Part of the process of adopting new data sources is to be open to model-based statistics. Instead of designing and implementing algorithms developed on a study of the data sources at
hand, the data itself feeds and trains the production machine. This asks for a different tool
landscape. Where traditional systems are implemented by IT specialists using tools targeted at
stability and minimizing change, new systems need to be developed using modern data science
tools with support for all phases of machine learning including analyzing and retraining models. As an example the new tool landscape would comprise tools such as R, Python, Nodejs,
Scala, supplemented with ML tooling such as scikit-learn, PyTorch etc. and interactive environments such as RStudio and Jupyter notebooks etc. The advent of data science tooling brings in a
modern data science culture such as the straightforward notion to “not re-implement anything
that is already out there”. Thus, data scientists require immediate access to fast developing
packages in the package management systems of their choice such as CRAN, Anaconda/pip
and NPM. To be effective they may need direct access to pre-trained models and text mining
corpora developed at universities or major research companies around the globe. Part of the
job is to make sure to use the latest models that accurately describe the ever changing world.
It is clear that setting up such a professional data science environment supporting research,
product development and production is a technical challenge.
Dissemination
Another area where the advent of new data sources and the corresponding data science way
of working also breaks some barriers is in statistical dissemination. The production of statistical output usually involves multiple steps, such as putting data into a statistical dissemination
database, documenting the methodology and other background information in a pdf, writing a
web article in a content management system and developing some interactive visualizations using specialized visual design tools. With the advent of modern data science tools a new - simpler
- workflow can be adopted. Using markdown-based tools and visualization frameworks such as
ggplot (both in R and Python) it becomes possible to generate professionally looking content
from the data itself. Multiple examples of the adoption of this process in statistical organizations were presented recently (Lesur 2019 and Grutter 2019). Also, the rise of R-Shiny as a tool
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for generating high quality dashboards where complex phenomena can easily be explained to
end-user gains new possibilities for shortening and improving statistical dissemination. Adopting these new tools and workflows to go from designing output to generating output can be a
technical barrier, but also an opportunity.

3.3 Cultural challenges
What “cultural’’ barriers have to be overcome in order to arrive at an optimal synthesis of already existing and considered new approaches? The purpose of overcoming “cultural” barriers
is not to indiscriminately embrace all new approaches considered, without proper assessment
and validation. Rather, the aim is to do the assessment with an open mind, in a rational way
with the aim to make statistics real time, more detailed and efficient, eager to make the best
use of the opportunities that arise from the emergence of new data sources. These developments often go hand in hand with a more external orientation of the organization. This benefits
the communication with the users of the statistics compiled as well as those who have to pay
for them or make sacrifices, including respondents.
What “cultural” features or elements would hamper an open and enthusiastic investigation of
the potential of new data sources, possibly using new approaches? Some papers offer clues.
For instance, Hsieh and Murphy (2017), discussing the possible use of Twitter data, state: “As
survey researchers, we [...] are not content with using a data source not well understood at
the level of the individual.” Another examples is given by Baker (2017): “The refined process
of designing, conducing, and analyzing surveys offers a level of control (and perhaps comfort)
that we lose with big data.” And Karr (2017) writes: “Statisticians see themselves facilitating
a path from data to information to knowledge, while data scientists see the path as data to
insight to action.”
The standard for NSIs to produce official statistics is probability sampling in combination with
inference methods. This approach is considered low risk (as long as response rates remain high)
because with sample surveys, an NSI has full control over the availability of the data, as well as
the quality and frequency of the statistical output. Improving the level of detail, frequency and
timeliness of statistical information, without increasing sample sizes and thus data collection
costs, requires model based inference procedures.
Replacing sample surveys for registers or non-probability data sources, is often perceived as a
substantially increased risk due to the loss of control of data collection and its quality. In addition model-based procedures based on strong ignorability assumptions are required to correct
for selection bias. The low-risk appetite of NSIs hampers the use of new data sources and
inference methods (Van den Brakel 2019). However, whilst focusing on the risks of unstructured data sources, survey methodologists tend to perhaps underestimate the risks of falling
response rates and downplay the inherent weaknesses of surveys using questionnaires as a
measurement tool (measurement error and selection bias).
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The wish to understand the data used and to have some control over inference to the population and the process seems quite reasonable, and there is nothing wrong with how statisticians
see themselves. However, at an emotional level, resistance may occur if some promising new
approach implies that what is taken as self-evident requirements is challenged or seen as a risk.
There may actually be quite a few of such barriers, some having to do with laudable professional
concerns, other more related to matters of personal expertise, interest and the consequences,
such as:
– The opinion that a data source should not be used if the units (population) and the data on
the units (variables) are not well understood.
– The notion that official statistics should not be based on observed correlations if the causality is not understood.
– The view that the desired output (user needs) should be leading in designing statistical processes and that data-driven approaches pose a risk to objectivity, impartiality and scientific
principles.
– The feeling that with new approaches one loses control over quality, for instance if part of
the process is a black box (e.g. based on machine learning).
– The fear of disrupting valuable time series if changes in the way of compiling statistics are
allowed or possibly volatile data sources are used.
– The perceived risk of the introduction of non-professional criteria for the production of
statistics. This could arise from opportunities to generate income from exploiting new data
sources, or from the desire to fulfil user needs for quick results at the cost of quality.
– Lack of knowledge of the new tools and techniques of the future, the need to learn them
and the associated apprehension.
– The threat to the comfort zone to which one has become used, for instance if methodologists with a more theoretical or problem-solving orientation are asked to develop a more
entrepreneurial attitude with a more external orientation.
– Some human beings have an innate resistance to change in general.
All these concerns are important to take into account when assessing new approaches and contribute to a qualitatively good assessment. However, they may become obstacles to the development of new approaches and optimizing their integration with already existing approaches
reflecting cultures. Being aware of the possible cultural barriers listed above and making them
discussable, helps the rational, merit-based assessment of new opportunities. Changes should
not be implemented recklessly, but undue delay in implementation of improvements also has
its costs.
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4 Towards a common quality
framework
In order to implement experimental statistics based on new data sources and methods into the
official statistical process, one needs to go through a validation process where quality requirements are relevant (De Broe et al. 2019). There are issues of the quality of the unstructured
data, interpretability of algorithms, the data generating process of machine generated data,
issues of different concepts as measured in different data sources, just to mention some. In
the following section we elaborate on existing quality frameworks (Braaksma et al. 2019) in an
attempt to address these new quality requirements.
In a general sense, quality is fitness for purpose, i.e. whether a product satisfies the requirements of its user. In statistics, quality is sometimes equated to accuracy, which is then often
measured by the mean square error. However, this is too limited, and we must first identify
the intended use. When it comes to big data or other new data sources in official statistics,
there are various purposes and uses that may be distinguished. First we may look at new data
for research purposes, for example to see whether a big data source might be at all useful or
whether a particular statistical method might be interesting enough for further investigation;
we call this called research quality. Secondly we may be interested in how good certain methods are, i.e. we are interested in methodological quality. Thirdly, we may be interested in the
potential use of new data sources as input in the statistical process, for example to see whether
they may be linked to other data sources or whether their concepts and measurement standards are identifiable; this may be called data or input quality. Fourthly, we may be interested
in the actual use of new data sources in statistical processes; this may be called process quality.
And finally, we may be interested in statistical products (statistical outputs) that are wholly or
partly based on new data sources; this may be called output or product quality.
Of course it may be argued, in line with the ISO view of quality, that output quality is what
matters for an NSI, and that the other views of quality are irrelevant for an organization as a
whole. But there are various reasons why this is not so strict. First, output quality has several
dimensions (see below) and it is not always possible or easy to measure these dimensions; and
so we must turn to indicators of methodological, process and data quality to get more or less
implicitly a picture of output quality. Secondly, methodological and process quality are part
of most quality frameworks in official statistics as the dimensions of sound methodology and
appropriate statistical procedures. Thirdly, indicators for methodological quality, process quality and partly also data quality can be used as an early warning system to trigger adjustments
to ensure a sufficient output quality. Therefore, methodological quality, process quality and
data quality each have a value on their own. Finally, NSIs are publicly financed and often have
restricted budgets. They have to be cost effective and cannot afford to spend large amounts of
public money on research and development projects with highly uncertain outcomes. Therefore they have to follow a staged approach, with at the end of each stage a thorough decision
whether to proceed to the next stage; and it is here that the various other quality views have
a role.
In the next subsections we will look at these quality views in turn, always with respect to new
data sources. Since the topic of this paper is on methodological paradigms, most attention will
be given to methodological quality. We will also touch upon the other aspects of quality and
there we will focus on typical issues that occur with new data sources. In the remainder of
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this section we will first discuss research quality, followed by methodological quality. Then we
will discuss a number of typical error types in the area of input and process quality. Finally,
we discuss output quality and whether there is a need to add new quality dimensions to the
established quality dimensions.
Throughout the subsections below, we will assess these quality views by using the quality principles from the quality framework of the European Statistical System (ESS) (Eurostat 2014b):
– (output) quality principles:
– relevance
– accuracy and reliability
– timeliness and punctuality
– coherence and comparability
– accessibility and clarity
– statistical (process) principles:
– sound methodology
– appropriate statistical procedures
– non-excessive burden on respondents
– cost effectiveness
– institutional principles:1)
– mandate for data collection and access to data
– statistical confidentiality and data protection
– impartiality and objectivity.
Of course in practice, these various quality dimensions have to be weighed against each other.
Also, note that if one cannot find out whether a data source fulfills a requirement, this poses
a serious barrier to using that data source in official statistics; we will see below that some of
the quality requirements may indeed act as a binding restriction.

4.1 Research quality
When one obtains access to a new data source, one will first explore whether the new source
is suitable at all to make statistical outputs. This requires access to the data as well as its metadata, such as a description of variables and of data editing; it is also important to assess the
response burden and the costs. As we have seen in the previous sections, we may then explore
the data to see whether the source is suitable for making official statistics or not.
Access to the data
The principle of appropriate statistical procedures requires NSIs to consult and cooperate with
providers of administrative and new data about the concepts and contents of these data. Similar to administrative data, many of the new data sources have a data owner. A new data source
can only be used by statistical institute after the data holder has given access to those data.
Preferably there is a law in which free access to those new data sources is arranged. In the

1)

We leave out three more general institutional principles (professional independence, adequacy of resources and
commitment to quality) since they do not apply here directly.
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absence of such a law, the statistical office may be asked to pay a certain contribution for access to the data source. One then has to weigh whether this contribution is worth its money,
relative to the output that can be created by using this source.
When a statistical office is granted access to the data, it is important to arrange that the data
holder notifies the office in advance of any changes which are going to occur (Daas et al., 2009).
With new data sources however, this is not so easy to accomplish. Therefore after a source is
accepted as input for official statistics, it is important to monitor whether there are changes in
the input data or not. This is for instance done for the scraping of prices from fixed websites.
Non-excessive burden on respondents
Administrative and many new data sources do not directly burden households or enterprises,
and so have a clear advantage over data collected directly from respondents. However, secondary use of data may be time consuming for the data provider, namely when the statistical
office has many questions about the data, or when special processing steps are needed for the
supply of the data to the statistical office.
Cost effectiveness
Administrative and new data sources save NSIs the cost of primary data collection, and so have
a clear advantage over survey data. In some cases however, processing may be more costly, in
particular when data are more volatile and consistent statistical time series are required.
Metadata
In case of administrative data and in case of structured, high-volume big data, it is important
to obtain documented metadata of the population, the units, and the variables and of the
time dimension; see Daas et al. (2009). That documentation is useful to determine whether
the data can be used (as one of the sources) to make relevant output for official statistics. In
case of unstructured data, for instance Twitter messages and enterprise website texts, there
is no documented metadata, since the sources do not involve a well and predefined set of
units, variables and time frequencies. In order to use those data, one can try to ‘relate’ the
unstructured data to more structured data that fulfill the definitions (metadata) of the intended
statistical output. For instance, concerning the population to which the data refer, one may try
to link the unstructured data to a population frame. This latter approach can be followed for
business websites, but there are also unstructured sources that lack any form of identifying
information. Concerning the variables, one might try to derive a well-defined variable from
the source (text, images) by using a supervised learning approach with carefully labelled data.
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4.2 Methodological quality
The principle of Sound methodology requires “that scientific criteria are used for the selection
of sources, methods and procedures.” As described in the previous sections, statistical-learning
techniques are often used in the analysis of new data sources. For methodological quality, the
most important aspects are: interpretability, robustness, stability, impartiality and objectivity,
and accuracy and validity.
Interpretability
The core purpose of statistical learning models is their generalizability: prediction of new, unseen, cases. However, it may not always be clear how the model comes to its decision. Some
models are interpretable models ‘by nature’. Examples are decision trees, decision rules and
linear regression models. For models which are not interpretable ‘by nature’, techniques have
been developed, and are under development, that aim to give insight in how the model takes
its decision. A general approach is to synthetically make a minimal change to the input of a
record such that the decision of the model is changed (Krause et al. 2017). An example of an
algorithm to do so is LIME, which builds a local interpretable model (Ribeiro et al. 2016). The
interpretability of the model is an important quality characteristic for two reasons. Firstly, it is
important for the trust of the general public in the model. Secondly, interpretability of models
is also important in official statistics, when the predictions of models for output purposes are
fine-tuned. When checking the quality of a model one may find that the model quality is insufficient for certain parts of the target population. In that case it can be very useful to check
how the model came to its decision for those subpopulations. That can be a starting point for
making improvements to the model.
Robustness
In official statistics we would like statistical learning models to take consistent decisions that
are not affected by small (measurement) errors in the data source. The reason is that one does
not want a model to lead to a break in the trend when there are (limited) changes in the source
data. This property is also referred to as ‘robustness to noise’ of a model. The typical approach
to achieve more robust models is to use data augmentation techniques. Augmentation means
that new, synthetic, training examples are created that have the same label as the original
examples but the example itself is modified. For instance, imagine a classifier of pictures that
is trained to distinguish cats from dogs, but its performance is sensitive to the background of
the pictures. Starting with pictures of cats and of dogs, one could create artificial pictures by
changing the background of the original pictures (Bloice et al. 2018). The model will then
be retrained with these new additional training examples. Hopefully, afterwards the model is
better able to distinguish cats from dogs, irrespective of the background of the picture. For
text mining classifiers similar methods are under development to create new artificial training
examples from the original ones (Mueller and Thyagarajan 2016; Zhang and Yang 2018).
Stability
A term closely related to robustness is the ‘stability of a statistical learning model’, which refers
to the extent to which a model produces consistent predictions with small perturbations in
the training set. So, when the algorithm would have been offered a slightly different training
set, how would this affect its model performance? This latter term is also used to quantify
generalization of the model.
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Different metrics have been developed to quantify stability. These metrics are based on comparing two outcomes of the loss function of the model with each other: one when the algorithm
is trained on the full training set and one where subsequently ‘one unit at a time’ is left out of
the training set. Depending on the exact metric different forms of stability have been defined:
hypothesis stability, error stability, uniform stability, leave-one-out-stability, see Bousquet and
Elisseeff (2002), Kearns and Ron (1999) and Mukherjee et al. (2006). Recently, Sun (2015) defined ‘classification instability’ as the probability that a model classifies the same instance in a
different class for two samples that are independent and identically distributed as the actual
available sample. Sun proposes an approach where a model is not only selected on the basis of
its accuracy but also on the basis of its stability. Stable classifiers support trust of the general
public in the model but it is also important for reproducibility of the outcomes of the model.
The stability of a machine learning model is the result of the sensitivity of the model parameters to their input values. (A change in model parameters may subsequently lead to a different
classification for part of the units.) This effect also occurs with imputation models. The specific input values determine the estimated parameters of the imputation model, which in turn
determine the imputed values. The method of multiple-imputation has been developed to analyze the effect of uncertainty in the model parameters (because they are based on a sample
of the population) on the imputation outcomes.
Model accuracy
For statistical learning in official statistics the quality dimension ‘accuracy’ may refers to the
quality of the prediction of new, unseen cases. This model quality concerns the level of association between the true labels and the predicted labels. In case of a binary variable this concerns four values. Numerous summary measures have been developed that summarize part
or all values in the confusion matrix in a single value. The advantage of a single value is that it
can directly be used to compare the performance of statistical learning models. Examples of
such single measures are ‘accuracy’, ‘precision’, ‘recall’ , ‘F1’, ‘Cohen’s Kappa’ and ‘Matthews
Correlation Coefficient’, see Powers (2011) for an overview.
Impartiality and objectivity
To safeguard objectivity, NSIs have mainly relied on direct observations and have tried to avoid
the use of models, in particular behavioral models.2) With the advent of new data sources
it seems that the use of models becomes more necessary and more important. When this
will indeed be the case, NSIs should develop guidelines so that the statistical results can be
regarded as objective. Some examples have already been discussed above, and based on that,
some more general rules may be stated (Buelens et al. 2014; Braaksma and Zeelenberg 2015;
Braaksma et al. 2019, section 4.3; McLaren and Drew 2015):
1. The model should be used only for estimating missing data. That is, the model should only
be used for the time period for which the data are available. This precludes forecasting and
analysis of expected effects of policy measures. The use of models to analyze the effectiveness of policy measures that have already been taken in the past and for which the data
have been collected already is acceptable.

2)

This is also reflected in the methodological discussion on design-based versus model-based statistics; this has
led to the compromise of model-assisted methods, which are meant to be more robust against model failure. It
is important to note that in some areas, e.g. non-response adjustment, small-area statistics, and editing, NSIs
already rely on complex models.
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2. The variables in the model should be directly related to the statistical topic for which the
model is used. That is, both the entities and the populations related to the model should
reflect those of the statistical phenomenon in question. This precludes the use of behavioral
variables, since these are indirectly related. Note that the question is how strict we wish to
apply this rule. In deep learning models for instance there is hardly any feature engineering.
As a result model predictions will also depend on variables that are indirectly related to the
topic of interest. This is also very common in classical machine learning models. It can only
be avoided when much effort is put into feature selections procedures, possibly at the cost
of model accuracy.
The model specification should be extensively tested against alternative specifications, the
model should be robust against outliers and breaks in the data, and the model should be stable
over time. Some of the aspects have been discussed already.
Validity
Generally speaking, validity refers to the confidence that one puts in a set of results. For confidence in the predictions of a statistical learning model, it is important that the training and
test procedure is appropriate. For instance, an appropriate approach to estimate the accuracy
metrics is to use a test set which has been set aside and which has not been used in model
and hyperparameter selection procedures. Furthermore, the test set should be representative
for the target distribution that one aims to predict. Validation procedures also involve human
judgement. For instance, it is important to assess whether features that strongly influence
the model predictions “make sense.” That is for instance important to ensure that the model
predictions are generalizable.
When statistical learning models are used to make population estimates over time one has to
make sure that the model is kept up-to-date. It is therefore important to have a valid procedure
to keep the model up-to-date. One aspect of that will be to refresh the training and test set
regularly and to retrain the model. Every now and then a more complete check of the model
performance, including judgement of the features should be made.
In classical modeling, it is good practice to validate whether the model assumptions hold in
practice. This is also a very important aspect in statistical learning. In doing so, one should keep
the purpose for which the model is applied in mind. For instance, the conditional independence
assumption underlying the Naïve Bayes model in text mining is known to be violated often in
practice. As a consequence the estimated probability for a case to belong to a certain class
is estimated less accurately. Still, there are other conditions which explain why a Naïve Bayes
model often has a good accuracy when it is only applied to determine the zero-one membership
of a category (Domingos and Pazzani 1997). However, it is important to check validity in every
case, since NSIs cannot afford to base statistics on models that might break down.
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4.3 Input and process quality
Once the statistical office has decided that a new data source, in combination with a certain
means of estimation is a promising one to make official statistics, more structural information
about the data source and its metadata are needed.
Once that has been arranged, important aspects of quality with new data sources are determined by the occurrence of all kinds of errors in the data and the processing of the data. Some
examples of error types occurring with new data sources are given below.
Coverage errors
Big data sources sometimes cover only a select part of the population. For instance mobile
phone data have an under coverage of elderly people. Sometimes it is unclear whether a new
data source is selective or not. With Twitter data, for instance, the population of units is often
not so clear. Another example is the use of website texts to derive enterprise characteristics.
Not all enterprises have a website, but whether this is selective or not might depend on the
variable of interest. Research on how to correct for selectivity is still ongoing.
Measurement errors
The raw input values of big data sources may have measurement errors that need to be corrected for during processing of the data. Typically, measurement errors in big data sources
occur in data based on sensors. The sensors in mobile phones for instance differ in quality and
they are not always correctly calibrated. That may lead to measurement errors. Furthermore,
mobile phones may be stolen and as a result the obtained measurements may refer to another
person than the official registered owner. Sensors of AIS system for boats may be inaccurate,
leading to positions of boats on land rather than in the water. Another typical kind of measurement error in big data are missing sensor data. For instance in road sensor data 98% of the
sensors lacked at least one minute of data (Puts et al. 2019).
Processing errors
An example of where the correction of processing errors is different in big data than in survey
and administrative data is with high-volume data that are streamed rather than stored. In case
of processing errors in such a source we cannot directly correct the microdata and compute
an updated release. In case of a serious processing error with streaming data one can either
decide not to publish the data or one can try to correct for the erroneous process at macro
level. In practice it is very important to invest in a good monitoring system in case of streaming
data that checks whether the data are of the expected quality. For instance one might count
the number of valid cases in the streaming data.
Modeling errors (from raw to statistical data)
Some of the new data sources cannot directly be used as input for statistics, but need to be
transformed first. For instance, by analyzing contacts of mobile phones with phone masts,
one ‘translates’ mobile phone data to data about who (person) was where (location) at which
moment. For AIS signal data a similar translation is made for vessels. Another example is translation of traffic loop measurements along a trajectory into traffic intensity. Often this transformation involves changes from input object types (mobile phone signals) into statistical object
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types (persons), or a translation from events (traffic loop measurements) into totals or rates
(traffic intensity). This transformation from raw to statistical data usually involves a modelbased approach and hence model assumptions. With this, model errors may occur. A special
set of models are machine learning models. These were already discussed under “methodological quality”.

4.4 Output quality
When statistics based on new data sources are being released as official statistics, we have to
take care of output quality, that is, the quality they have for the external user. We then have
to consider the quality aspects relevance, accuracy and reliability, timeliness and punctuality,
coherence and comparability, and accessibility and clarity as well as statistical confidentiality
and data protection.
Relevance
Since statistical output is a public good and publicly financed, it should always be relevant, i.e.
there must be definite or prospective users and the society must be potentially interested in
the output topic. This means that it is not the newness of the data source or the statistical
technique that determines whether a statistical output will be produced and, by extension,
whether R&D will be carried out. Research without a direct route to relevant statistical output
is only justified when the aim is to investigate new methodology or new applications of existing
methods.
Accuracy
We are usually interested in the accuracy of population estimates per category. New data
sources often make use of models to make estimates, for instance machine learning classifiers.
For that group of models one estimates the accuracy of aggregates by using the methodology
presented in Van Delden et al. (2016). Meertens et al. (2019) applied that method to the situation of statistical learning and showed that in many cases the errors that are made by statistical
learning algorithms to predict different categories, the false positives and false negatives, do
not cancel out and lead to considerable bias in estimates of population totals when this is not
corrected for. In practice, there can be another source of bias for population estimates with big
data, namely when those data are available for a selective part of the population that one is
interested in. Some methods to try to correct for this selection bias can be found in Elliot and
Valliant (2017).
Timeliness and punctuality
Clearly, many new data are much more timely, at least with the owner or provider. If the data
can be provided quickly to the NSI, and processing is standardized and is also done quickly, new
data have a definite advantage over survey and administrative data. If, for commercial reasons
or because of confidentiality or data size, data cannot be provided to the NSI, an alternative
may be to do the processing at the data provider.
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Coherence and comparability
Measuring changes in official statistics is often more important than measuring levels in a single period; for example economic growth is much more interesting than the GDP level. With
volatile data sources, measuring changes is however difficult and sometimes impossible or only
possible at considerable cost, and comparability across time may be severely hampered.
Statistical integration, where a phenomenon is viewed from different angles and datasets, and
comparability across groups, such as household and industrial groups, are strategic priorities
for NSIs. Therefore it is often necessary to link several datasets. However, as mentioned above,
new data sources sometimes lack variables that allow linking with other datasets. It is important to develop new methodology to deal as far as possible with such data.
Accessibility and clarity
Official statistics should be presented transparently, i.e. “in a clear and understandable form”.
Together with the principle of appropriate statistical procedures, this implies that we should
be able to describe how the statistics have been created, and thus how the data have been
collected and processed. With new data sources it is essential to have information about data
collection, initial data processing and quality control. If a commercial data provider is unwilling
to provide such information or to allow publication of it, NSIs will in general have to refrain
from using such data sources. Another aspect of accessibility and clarity is that statistics are
archived. Besides the statistical output, it is good practice to store the micro data. The latter
is also useful in terms of data sharing (principle 9 of the Code of Practice). For certain big data
sources however, the volume of data may become so large that it is no longer feasible to store
the microdata.
Statistical confidentiality and data protection
The abundance of new data poses new problems for statistical disclosure control, both strategic
and ethical problems as well as methodological problems, which need to be addressed but for
which there are at present no clear-cut solutions. For example, Recital 26 of the European
General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) implies that NSIs, when protecting tables or data
files against disclosure, take into account the possibility that government agencies and private
companies will use the NSI data to enrich their own databases and thereby get to know more
about their citizens or customers. And what if these enriched data are used to profile citizens
so that they may come under suspicion or are denied access to certain services such as loans?
Should we use another methodological paradigm than the one we have used so far? Should we
consider different disclosure scenarios? Does the changing attitude towards privacy influence
the way we should treat our published data? How much existing as well as future data should
we take into account when assessing disclosure risks?
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4.5 A need for additional quality dimensions?
How do the above mentioned methodological quality aspects relate to the ESS quality dimensions (Eurostat 2014a) and its broadening into the European Statistics Code of Practice (Eurostat
2017) that were in place before the use of statistical learning models and use of big data became to spread over the community of official statistics? To what extent do they concern new
elements that were not considered before?
Starting with research quality: aspects related to ‘Access to the data’ are part of SIMS (Eurostat
2014b) although it is limited there to contact information of the owners of the data. Presence
and completeness of metadata can also be found in SIMS. What would be good to add to SIMS
is monitoring of changes in the structure or in the source and of the metadata.
Concerning methodological quality, the aspect ‘interpretability’ of models can be seen as an
extension of the quality dimension ‘accessibility and clarity’; that dimension underlines that
statistics should be presented in a clear and understandable form. We extend this by stating
that the models used to produce the statistics should also be understandable. The ‘robustness’
of models can be seen as an extension of the quality dimension ‘coherence and comparability’. Comparability is about measuring the impact of differences in concepts, procedures and
measurement tools where statistics are compared over different geographical areas or over
time. With robustness one is interested in the impact of differences in the inputs on statistics
which are compared over time. The aspects ‘stability’ and ‘prediction accuracy’ can be seen as
part of the quality dimension ‘accuracy and reliability’. Where the quality dimension ‘accuracy
and reliability’ relates to output statistics that are produced, stability and prediction accuracy
concerns the model performance from which output can be constructed. We have explained
already some of the relations between those two. Finally, ‘validity’ can be seen as covered by
principle 8 from the Code of Practice: ‘appropriate statistical procedures’: appropriate procedures [...] underpin quality statistics.
In summary, we conclude that the methodological quality aspects related to statistical learning
and big data clearly contain new elements compared to the well-established ESS output quality
dimensions. Those new elements can be seen as extensions of the well-established dimensions
rather than completely new quality dimensions of their own. It would therefore be desirable
to include these aspects in the quality assessment frameworks based on the Code of Practice
and in the quality guidelines of NSIs.
The error types that have been mentioned above concerning input and process quality and
the bias and variance of output quality, have all been mentioned in Eurostat (2014a) under the
heading of accuracy. So the error types and quality measures are not new, they are just specific
instances for certain new data source.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper we raise the paradigm question of how to optimally rebalance statistical quality
dimensions and how to maximally exploit new data sources and methods for the production
of official statistics. The discussion echoes earlier discussions when administrative registers
were introduced as a data source half a century ago in the Nordic countries. We discussed the
strengths and weaknesses of survey data, administrative data and new data sources. The new
data sources and methods have the potential to speed up the production process, to improve
the level of detail and to detect new phenomena. They also provide methodological, technical
and cultural challenges, summarized below.
Arguably the largest methodological barrier, the unknown data generating mechanism, can be
tackled by using information in the non-probability sample as covariates in small area or structural time series models, by predicting the information on missing units using a statistical model
or machine learning technique, or by linking the non-probability sample to a probability reference sample. The low signal-to-noise ratio can be tackled by applying filtering and dimension
reduction techniques. Profiling may be applied to convert events to units. Strong case studies
will be needed for risk-averse NSIs to give up control and traditional robust methods.
Technical barriers are the need for a strongly connected but secure infrastructure, a computing
environment that enables fast data processing and analysis, access to data science tools including the latest packages and pre-trained models, and adoption of new tools and workflows to
shorten and improve statistical dissemination.
Cultural barriers can be plentiful but they stem from differences between people’s goals and
expectations. Stated boldly, output-driven survey methodologists seek knowledge through
methods based on sound mathematical theory, whereas input-driven data scientists seek fitfor-purpose products through more pragmatic approaches.
Finally, we discussed to what extent the existing quality frameworks cover the quality issues
that arise when new data sources and methods are considered for the production of official
statistics. These were grouped into aspects of research quality, methodological quality and
input/process/output quality. New quality aspects were identified that are associated with
new data sources (e.g. supplier relationship management, metadata) and machine learning
techniques (e.g. interpretability). These can be integrated into existing quality frameworks.
We conclude that new data sources and methods provide exciting opportunities for faster,
cheaper and new statistics, but pose quality risks and seriously challenge the existing production process. The main (cultural) challenge is to stimulate a curious mindset, mutual respect
for one’s area of expertise and crossovers between computer science and statistics. The ESS
quality principles, as laid down in the Code of Practice, as such need not be adapted to the
emergence of new data sources. The statistical and institutional principles apply equally to
these new data. However, it is important that at a lower level, at the indicator level of the Code
of Practice and in the ESS Quality Assurance Framework, many of the topics discussed in this
paper have to be introduced. Much preparatory work has already been done by the UNECE
(2014) and the ESSnet Big Data (Consten et al. 2018a, b). One of the next steps could be a
quality handbook for big data.
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